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„I simply intended to speak service, why did you need to make me make believe?‟ 

Alex helplessly opened PayPal and also said to Old Sid, “The construction settlement is 3.5 

million. Can you approve it?” 

Old Sid nodded his head repetitively and also said, “Yes, naturally!” 

” Then provide me your bank information.” 

Old Sid was a little bit shocked, but he still got his phone and also cracked up his account 

details. 

Alex saw it and promptly touched on his phone with both hands. 

 

Instantly afterward, an acquainted alert sounded from Old Sid‟s phone. 

” PayPal got, 6666.” 

Old Sid was stunned and also asked in astonishment, “Mr. Cohen, I didn‟t ask for the 

construction settlement in advance. You‟re …”. 

 

Old Camera and also Old Luke considered each other and whirled around to stare at Old Sid 

with an appearance of pity. 

” Can not you see it? Mr. Cohen plans to utilize this money to hold you consistent. As for the 

remainder, you will not even recognize when you‟ll be able to get it. 

Mr. Cohen really lives up to his name of being an university grad. His mind‟s so clever, 

making use of simply over 6,000 to hold back over 3 million. The money spent is just 

beneficial!”. 



Old Luke resembled, “Old Sid, you‟re on a sinking ship! Seeing as we‟re done in the same 

job, I recommend you to offer the money back to him rapidly. It‟s not far too late to regret 

it!”. 

Old Sid elevated his hand to indicate that Old Webcam and Old Luke need to quit speaking 

and continued to claim to Alex. 

” Mr. Cohen, I have actually currently made a decision to tackle this project. Even if I have 

not authorized the contract yet, I won‟t stab in the back my word. There‟s no need for you 

to do this in advance of time …”. 

” You misinterpret!”. 

Alex waved his hand and proceeded slowly, “Old Sid, the cash I simply provided you doesn‟t 

count as part of the construction settlement. You can take it as an individual incentive for 

your count on me, or you can take it as a building reward. 

Do a good work, as well as when the task is complete, there will be also larger rewards 

awaiting you! As for the building and construction payment …”. 

This bonus offer was not in Alex‟s original spending plan. 

It simply really felt right, so he simply offered it out. 

A mere 6,000 was not also a penny to Alex, but it revealed his gratitude for Old Sid and 

incidentally acquired the hearts of the people. He did not expect ahead of time that among 

the 3 subcontractors, Old Sid, that looked one of the most honest, was one of the most 

thoughtful and additionally the smartest. 

Via their conversation, he had an additional understanding of Old Sid as a person. 

Likewise, Old Sid‟s impression of Alex had actually become much deeper. 

Old Web Cam as well as Old Luke were simply stupefied and also regretted it. Just because 

they had listened to the rumors spread by Hudson Lowe, they had missed out on the big 

perk of 666 multiplied by 10, which was still second. 

They achingly gave up an excellent opportunity to make at least hundreds of thousands to 

the sincere Old Sid who they always abhored. 



Then, both of them were so humiliated that they did not also have the stamina to let Old Sid 

treat them, so they left in embarassment. 

Old Sid stayed behind to authorize the building contract with Felix Moore, and said to Alex, 

“Mr. Cohen, if you don‟t mind me asking, exactly how did you obtain that task in Greenville? 

As far as I know, the competitors for that task is very high, and also … your company doesn‟t 

have an advantage no matter which method you consider it.”. 

Alex grinned as well as responded, “Because I have a great partnership with Director Zane 

from the Design Department of Woltman Property.”. 

” Links can really do wonders, huh?”. 

” Not quite … cash can as well. And also I, together, occur to have both.”. 

” Wow … Mr. Cohen, you‟re outstanding!”. 

Old Sid was totally encouraged. 

Felix was surprised and also provided Alex a thumbs up. 

” Bro, your performance today was fantastic! My adoration for you is simply perpetual like a 

torrential river. At this moment, I simply intend to ask from the bottom of my heart, do you 

have a vacant placement for another individual to kiss your butt?”. 

” Go out!”. 

” Okay!”. 

Hudson Layouts was peaceful, but everyone in Gold Stone was on tenterhooks. 

Jared Xavier had actually already announced that the Grand Express Corporation would not 

renew its agreement with Gold Stone. 

Initially, he had only said it out of temper, because Jared did not have much say in Grand 

Express Corp. 



However, after Jared was arrested because of Alex and also Isla last evening, and now that 

he had not been launched, his dad, Gerald Xavier, had formally announced that not only 

would he not renew his contract with Gold Rock, however the whole Grand Express Corp 

would never ever become part of any participation with Gold Stone again. 

On top of that, there was likewise chatter that Gerald Xavier would do his ideal to reduce 

Gold Stone. 

In just a couple of hrs, the problem was spreading inside Gold Stone, that made the workers 

uninspired to function. 

Actually, the troubles dealt with by the firm were not restricted to the exterior. 

Victor Sullivan, as the outright core of Gold Rock and an expert of the company, had 

actually been in a state of confusion today. 

The smart and also capable Isla Sullivan, who was a role model for the young employees, 

was likewise unusually lifeless today. 

The employees did not know that Victor as well as Isla had just become like this as a result 

of a family members problem. All they recognized was that the firm was mosting likely to be 

done for, and also even the CEO‟s household could refrain from doing anything about it. 

Also the custodian had likewise started to upload messages in his community dance club to 

search for his next workplace, as well as the white-collar workers who were pressured by 

mortgages and also car loans, as well as can not manage to relax for a single day. 

At 4:00 pm, the largest shareholder of Gold Rock aside from Victor Sullivan, a middle-aged 

guy called Owen Donald, had concerned their office. He did not go to Victor but went 

straight to Isla‟s workplace. After Cynthia Walker had left, he said to Isla, “Director Sullivan, 

are you totally free tonight?”. 

Isla frowned and also asked, “Mr. Donald, what‟s wrong?”. 

An old friend introduced me to an excellent task today, and also I desire to invest in it. All 

my money is invested in Gold Rock. 

What Owen Donald suggested was that whether he would certainly withdraw his investment 

was totally based on just how Isla acted that night. 



Divestment, the actual thing Isla dreaded most, was lastly mentioned. 

With the initial, certainly there would be a 2nd … 

Isla controlled her regulated and did and also outrightly refuse the decline. It‟s not an 

excellent place to talk about organization. 

” This is simply where you work, and also I, for one, choose to discuss operate at The 

Harriet.”. 

” But … I can‟t be far too late tonight.”. 

” Do not worry, if every little thing goes well, we‟ll be done quickly. Supervisor Sullivan, after 

that I‟ll take that as a promise. At 8:00 pm, in front of The Harriet. See you later on!”. 

A gleam flashed between Owen Donald‟s eyes, and also he looked at Isla‟s collarbone two 

times prior to he left. 

Cynthia Pedestrian saw as Owen Donald went into the elevator as well as quickly went to 

Isla to discover out what was going on. 

After she listened to Isla reiterate what had actually occurred, she pounded her hand on the 

table, and also angrily stated, “He‟s taking advantage of the circumstance! 

Isla looked anxious and stated, “However if I don‟t go, Owen Donald will withdraw his 

financial investment, after that the business will absolutely be done for. It‟s great with me, 

but my daddy constructed the business with his own hands, and it‟s not an exaggeration to 

call it his beloved. 

If the business falls down, just how unfortunate will he be? There‟s a high probability that 

he‟ll fall ill as well as the repercussions will be unthinkable!”. 

” Sigh … then how do we make it function?”. 

” Cynthia, don‟t worry excessive. I‟ll secure myself.”. 

” You‟re not a war siren. Just how can you fight off a guy? Just how about … asking Alex 

Cohen for assistance?”. 



” Him? How could Owen Donald permit me to bring him along?”. 

” That‟s also real! After that I‟ll opt for you. You should never go alone anyhow. It‟s too 

harmful …”. 

On the other hand, Alex had spent the entire day with Felix as well as Old Sid. 

The triad initially studied the building and construction strategy in the office for half a day, 

after that went to Greenville to look at the site in the afternoon. 

Before they knew it, it was currently night. 

Under normal circumstances, currently, Old Sid, as the contractor, should invite the 

customer‟s representative for a happy hour. Those in the building and construction 

organization typically liked this. 

Alex was not a common client. He did not make life difficult for Old Sid and also invited him 

to dinner instead. 

After the dish, it was 8:30 pm. 

As quickly as Alex returned to the auto, he obtained a phone call from Cynthia Pedestrian. 

” Alex! Help! Lala was drugged!”. 

 


